Automated synthesis from behavioural specifications, is an attractive way of constructing correct concurrent systems.
Introduction
In standard Petri net classes, including Place/Transition-nets (pt-nets) and Elementary Net Systems (en-systems), a fundamental assumption concerning the production and consumption of tokens (resources) is that in a single computational step a token can be produced or consumed, but not both. (Note that when a place belongs to a self-loop, as a result of the transition execution, an available token is consumed and a new token is produced in that place.) This assumption appears to be justified in case only one transition can be executed at a time (as a step), but is less compelling if we consider computational steps in which several transitions can be executed simultaneously. The step semantics of Petri nets is defined through multisets of transitions that may be executed simultaneously when initially enough resources are available for all executions of transitions in that step. Hence, while it is easy to express asynchronous communication between transitions (by messages left by one transition in the form of a token in a place to be picked up later by another transition), there is no structural way to express that tokens may be directly picked up in the same step in a form of synchronous communication. This was recognised also in e.g., [5] , where zero-safe nets are introduced in which -to force synchronisation -sequences of transitions are collapsed into so-called transactions. The causality observed in communication in the structured occurrence net model [20] was our motivation in [17, 18] for allowing tokens to be simultaneously produced and consumed. Essentially, it was proposed there to extend the standard pt-nets with special places (called a/sync places in [18] ) that can be used for the instantaneous (or synchronous) transfer of tokens from an input transition to an output transition. These places moreover allow asynchronous communication, because tokens that are not consumed instantaneously remain available as ordinary tokens. In this paper we take this idea further, by introducing pt-nets with a/sync connections (or ptasc-nets). Rather than having special a/sync places, there can be a/sync arcs between places and transitions and between transitions and places. An input a/sync arc from a transition to a place and an output a/sync arc from that place to a second transition can effect a synchronous transfer of tokens between these transitions when executed in a single computational step.
In this paper, we investigate the problem of synthesising a ptasc-net N from a behavioural specification given in the form of a step transition system TS which specifies the desired state space of the net N i.e., the reachability graph of N should be isomorphic to TS . (In fact, the construction of N is a byproduct of solving the corresponding decision problem.) Automated synthesis from behavioural specifications is an attractive and powerful way of constructing correct concurrent systems. Our solution of the synthesis problem considered here will be based on the notion of a region of a transition system. Intuitively, a region captures a single net place through essential behavioural characteristics as encoded in TS , including its marking information and connectivity with all the transitions. Regions were introduced by Andrzej Ehrenfeucht and Grzegorz Rozenberg in the seminal paper [15] for the class of en-systems with sequential execution semantics. Over the following two decades, the original idea has been developed and extended in several different directions, including: other Petri net classes (e.g., pt-nets [13, 21] , Flip-flop nets [24] , nets with inhibitor arcs [6, 23] , and nets with localities [19] ); synthesis tools (e.g., Petrify [9] , ProM [26] , VipTool [4] , Genet [7] , and Rbminer [25] ); application areas (e.g., asynchronous VLSI circuits [9, 7, 25] and workflows [26] ); other semantical execution models (e.g., step sequences [16, 23] , (local) maximal concurrency [19] , and firing policies [12] ); and specification formalisms other than transition systems (e.g., languages [10] and scenarios [4] ). More details concerning the importance and long term impact of the region concept as introduced by Andrzej Ehrenfeucht and Grzegorz Rozenberg can be found in the monograph article [3] , and the proceedings of the recently held workshop Applications of Region Theory [14] .
One of the key advances in the design of region based solutions for a variety of synthesis problems has been the development of a general approach [3] for dealing with region based synthesis. It is founded on so-called τ -nets and corresponding τ -regions. The parameter τ is a convenient way of capturing the marking information and different connections between places and transitions of several classes of Petri nets, removing the need to re-state and re-prove the main results every time a new kind of transitions or arcs is introduced. This approach can be applied once a class of Petri nets has been shown to correspond to a class of τ -nets for some suitable τ . (It should be kept in mind however, that although the theory provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the feasibility of the synthesis problem, it does not provide ready answers for decidability and algorithmic concerns).
In this paper, we take advantage of this general region theory when investigating the synthesis problem for ptasc-nets. First we show that they are indeed a class of τ -nets. Then we demonstrate that for ptasc-nets the synthesis problem from finite transition systems is decidable, and we identify a subclass for which a polynomial decision procedure and construction algorithm exists. We regard this as another confirmation of the robustness of the notion of region and its importance for the derivation of correct concurrent systems.
Preliminaries
We denote by Z and Q the set of all integer and rational numbers, respectively; moreover,
The absolute value of an integer n is denoted by abs(n), e.g., abs(2) = abs(−2) = 2. The minimum of two integers, k and n, is denoted by min{k, n}.
A multiset over a finite set X is a function U : X → N = Z + , and M(X) is the set of all multisets over X. Sets may be treated as multisets and multisets may be represented by listing their elements with repetitions, e.g., U = {y, y, z} is a multiset such that U (y) = 2, U (z) = 1, and U (x) = 0 otherwise. The cardinality of a multiset U is defined as |U | = x∈X U (x).
A (labelled) transition system is triple TS = (Q, A, ∆) where Q is a set of states, A is a set of labels, and ∆ : Q × A → Q is a partial function. In diagrams, states are represented as graph nodes, and the function ∆ by arcs annotated with labels. For every state q, the set enbld TS (q) = {a | ∆(q, a) is defined} consists of all elements from A that are enabled at q.
An initialised step transition system is a tuple TS = (Q, A, ∆, q 0 ) such that (Q, A, ∆) is a transition system, q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and A = M(T ) for a finite set T . We assume that each t ∈ T occurs in the label of at least one arc in the graph of TS , and that each state q ∈ Q is reachable from q 0 , i.e., in the graph of TS there is a directed path from q 0 to q.
Place/Transition nets with a/sync connections
A pt-net with a/sync connections (or ptasc-net) is a tuple:
where: P and T are finite disjoint sets of places and transitions, respectively; W : (T ×P )∪(P ×T ) → Z + is the (standard) arc weight function; AS : T ×P → Z is the a/sync connection function; and M 0 is a multiset over P called the initial marking (in general, any multiset of places is a marking). We refer to the places and transitions as nodes (of PTASC ). We also assume that, for every transition t, there is at least one place p such that W (p, t) > 0. In diagrams, as usual, places are represented by circles; transitions by rectangles; the arc weight function by directed arcs with the weight n annotated if n ≥ 2 while arcs with weight 0 are omitted; and a marking by tokens (small black dots) drawn inside places. To represent an a/sync connection AS (t, p) = n with n > 0 (or n < 0) we use a directed arc from t to p (resp. from p to t) with a dot in the middle; if abs(n) > 1 the arc is annotated by its weight abs(n). Figure 1 depicts a ptasc-net modelling a producer (left cycle), an unbounded buffer (p 0 ) in the middle, and two consumers (right cycle). The producer can execute one of three transitions: m (making item(s)), a (adding a new item to the buffer), and f (failure in which a new item is added to the buffer, but the producer terminates). Each of the two consumers represented by the two tokens in place p 3 can cyclically execute: g (getting an item), and u (using the item). The feature distinguishing this net from a standard pt-net are two a/sync connections, from a to p 0 , and from p 0 to g with AS (a, p 0 ) = 1 and AS (g, p 0 ) = −1. This means that tokens produced along the a/sync a to p 0 connection can be in the same step (i.e., instantaneously) consumed along the a/sync p 0 to g connection. Intuitively, the corresponding items are not stored in the buffer but rather handed over directly to the consumer (if it is ready to get items). In any other context, these two a/sync connections lose their special status and behave as if they were standard ones.
A multiset of transitions (a step) U is enabled at a marking M if, for every
, if p contains enough tokens for all standard connections from p to transition occurrences in U and, in addition, also enough tokens to compensate for all a/sync connections from p to transition occurrences in U that will not be supplied synchronously to p by a/sync connections to p. The idea is that transitions that have p as an a/sync input place will have to consume tokens deposited in p earlier on, if not all 'immediate' tokens can be delivered in the current step. In this situation the a/sync connection may (partially) lose its special meaning and be treated as a standard connection. On the other hand, a possible surplus of tokens deposited in p by the transitions connected to it by a/sync arcs will be kept for later use.
A step enabled at M can be executed leading to the new marking M ′ given, for every place p, by Figure 1 , for example, the step {a, g, g} is enabled at the initial marking, since the second g can consume instantaneously the token produced by a. The step {f, g, g} however cannot be executed at the initial marking, as the token produced along the connection from f to p 0 may only be consumed 'asynchronously', i.e., in some future step. The execution of an enabled step follows the usual rules of token manipulation and yields, for {a, g, g} from the initial marking, the new marking {p 2 , p 4 , p 4 }.
Clearly, a pt-net PT = (P, T, W, M 0 ) can be treated simply as a ptascnet PTASC = (P, T, W, AS , M 0 ) with AS (T × P ) = {0}. Furthermore, every en-system can be seen as a ptasc-net
, all markings and steps are sets, and a step U is enabled at a marking
4 τ -nets: a framework for defining Petri net classes Surprisingly many Petri net classes can be defined as instances of τ -nets [3] . In this general set-up, nets are defined in terms of connections between places and transitions. The ways in which these connections influence markings of places are captured by special transition systems, called net-types. Moreover, the effect of executing a step U on a place p is calculated using a connection monoid that determines the composite connection between p and U . Then, each concrete nettype τ together with the corresponding connection monoid define a class of nets with step sequence semantics, the τ -nets.
A connection monoid is a set S of connections with a commutative and associative binary composition operation ⊕, and a neutral element (identity) 0. For each s ∈ S we let 0 s = 0, and n+1 s = ( n s) s, for all n ∈ N. The same symbol S will be used for a connection monoid and for its underlying set of connections. Then, a net-type over S is a transition system τ = (Q, S, ∆) where
Given a net-type τ = (Q, S, ∆), a τ -net is a tuple N = (P, T, F, M 0 ), where P and T are, respectively, disjoint sets of places and transitions (T is assumed to be finite), F : (P × T ) → S is a connection mapping, and M 0 is the initial marking of N (in general, a marking of a τ -net is a mapping from the places of the net to the states of τ ). For a place p of N and a step U of transitions of N , we define the composite connection between U and p by
, for every place p ∈ P . The concurrent reachability graph CRG(N ) of N is a transition system formed by executing inductively from M 0 all possible enabled steps of N . The nodes of CRG(N ) are the reachable markings of N .
To see how a pt-net PT = (P, T, W, M 0 ) can be regarded as a τ -net, we consider the connection monoid S PT = (Z − × Z + , ⊕, 0) with 0 = (0, 0) and ⊕ being point-wise arithmetic addition. Using this monoid, the connections between places and multisets of transitions in pt-nets can be expressed through the net-type τ PT = (Z + , S PT , ∆ PT ) over S PT , where:
Intuitively, this states that a place p containing ℓ tokens enables steps which take no more than ℓ tokens, and that the resulting number of tokens in p is ℓ + m + n where abs(m) and n are the numbers of tokens taken and produced, respectively, by all occurrences of transitions in that step together. Then, to encode PT as a τ PT , all we need to do is define
The following is a fragment of τ PT with arcs labelled by the connection (−3, 2).
This particular connection describes the situation that there is a combination of transitions (a step) and arcs pointing from a place to these transitions with accumulated weight 3, and arcs from these transitions to that place with 2 as their combined weight. For example, we can have a step of three transitions: two connected by self-loops and one removing a single token from the place. We then have an arc, e.g., from 5 to 4 because 5 − 3 = 2 ≥ 0 and 5 − 3 + 2 = 4. To see how an en-system (P, T, W, M 0 ) can be regarded as a τ -net, we first observe that, in en-systems, there are three basic connections between places and transitions: an arc from a transition to a place denoted here as out; an arc from a place to a transition denoted as in; moreover ⊤, the identity element of the connection monoid, indicates that a place and a transition are disconnected (independent). In addition, there is the composite and technically useful 'blocking' connection ⊥ (used to indicate that a step is not enabled). Figure 2 defines the connection monoid S EN = ({⊤, out, in, ⊥}, ⊕ EN , ⊤) together with the nettype τ EN . Note that out⊕ EN out = out⊕ EN in = in⊕ EN out = in ⊕ EN in = ⊥ which essentially means that the neighbourhoods of transitions forming an enabled step must be disjoint. Then, to encode the en-system as a τ EN , all we need to do is define: F (p, t) = out if W (p, t) = 0 and W (t, p) = 1, F (p, t) = in if W (p, t) = 1 and W (t, p) = 0, and F (p, t) = ⊤ otherwise. Fig. 2 . The table of ⊕EN and net-type τEN .
5 The τ -net synthesis problem and τ -regions
Let S be a connection monoid and let τ = (Q, S, ∆) be a net-type over S. The generic synthesis problem for τ -nets can be formulated as follows.
synthesis problem Let TS = ( Q, M(T ), δ, q 0 ) be an initialised step transition system. Provide necessary and sufficient conditions for TS to be realised by some τ -net N (i.e., TS ∼ = CRG(N ) where ∼ = is transition system isomorphism preserving the initial states and arc labels).
To solve the synthesis problem, the notion of τ -region can be employed. A τ -region of TS is a pair of mappings (σ : Q → Q , η : T → S) such that:
for all q ∈ Q and U ∈ enbld TS (q), where η(U ) = t∈T ( U(t) η(t)).
Remark 1.
The original concept of region, introduced for en-systems [15, 22] , can be defined as a set R of states of TS which has a consistent 'crossing' relationship with every transition t, i.e., all arcs labelled by t either leave R, or enter R, or do not cross the boundary of R. Such an R is easily seen as a τ -region by assuming: σ(q) = 1 if q ∈ R; σ(q) = 0 if q / ∈ R; η(t) = out if t always enters R; η(t) = in if t always leaves R; and η(t) = ⊤ otherwise.
The idea of τ -regions of TS is that they would correspond to net places (of the net to be synthesised) including information about markings (σ) and connectivities with all the transitions (η). Note that if TS is the concurrent reachability graph CRG(N ) of a τ -net N and p is a place of N , then p defines a τ -region (σ p , η p ) of CRG(N ) as follows: σ p (q) = M (p), for every q ∈ Q (where M is the marking corresponding to node q), and η p (t) = F (p, t), for every t ∈ T .
We can also state which steps are 'enabled' at the nodes of TS from the 'point of view' of the τ -regions of TS . For every state q ∈ Q, we denote by enbld TS ,τ (q) the set of all region enabled steps U satisfying η(U ) ∈ enbld τ (σ(q)), for all τ -regions (σ, η) of TS . Intuitively, we treat here each τ -region as if it was a genuine place of a hypothetical τ -net with TS as its concurrent reachability graph. While the inclusion enbld TS (q) ⊆ enbld TS ,τ (q) follows immediately from the definition of a τ -region, the inverse inclusion is only satisfied for those transition systems TS that can be realised by τ -nets. In such a case, we are not only able to trace enabled steps of TS in the net-type τ , but as well to guarantee that for the steps not enabled at a state of TS , there will be τ -regions disallowing them.
The above observations are reflected in the following fundamental general synthesis result. In a nutshell, TS can be realised by a τ -net iff for every pair of distinct states there is always a place (defined by a τ -region of TS ) distinguishing between them (state separation), and there are sufficiently many places/τ -regions to disallow steps which are not present in TS (forward closure).
Theorem 1 ([13]
). TS can be realised by a τ -net iff the following two regional axioms are satisfied: axiom i: state separation For any pair of states q = r of TS , there is a τ -region (σ, η) of TS such that σ(q) = σ(r). axiom ii: forward closure For every state q of TS , enbld TS (q) = enbld TS ,τ (q).
The above result provides necessary and sufficient conditions for realisability that hold for all transition systems TS . If we are interested in effective solutions to the synthesis problem, we first need to assume that TS is finite (in terms of nodes and of arcs). Then, an effective solution to the synthesis problem based on Theorem 1 is obtained if one can compute a finite set WR of τ -regions of TS witnessing the satisfaction of all instances of axioms i and ii [13] . As a by-product of checking the realisability of TS , a τ -net N WR = (P, T, F, M 0 ) satisfying TS ∼ = CRG(N ) can be then constructed by taking P = WR and, for any τ -region (place) p = (σ, η) in P and every t ∈ T , F (p, t) = η(t) and M 0 (p) = σ(q 0 ) (recall that q 0 is the initial state of TS ).
When it comes to effective solutions of the synthesis problem for τ -nets, the complexity of the resulting decision procedures and synthesis algorithms depend on the properties of specific net classes. For example, it has been shown in [24] that Flip-Flop nets can be synthesised in polynomial time. On the other hand, the problem for en-systems is NP-complete [2] . For safe pt-nets (closely related to en-systems) an efficient synthesis algorithm was developed and implemented in the Petrify tool [9] . Recently, a new algorithm was proposed for the synthesis of en-systems [1] .
PTASC-nets are τ -nets
In order to be able to apply Theorem 1 for the synthesis of ptasc-nets, we first need to show that they can be regarded as a class of τ -nets.
Let PTASC = (P, T, W, AS , M 0 ) be a ptasc-net. Let S PTASC = (Z − × Z + × Z, ⊕, 0) be the connection monoid with 0 = (0, 0, 0) and point-wise arithmetic addition ⊕. Intuitively, this monoid is an extension of S PT used in the case of pt-nets. The connections between places and transitions of ptasc-nets can be expressed through the net-type τ PTASC = (Z + , S PTASC , ∆ PTASC ) over S PTASC , where:
This formalises the idea that a place containing ℓ tokens enables steps which require no more than abs(m) standard tokens and, in addition, abs(k) tokens moving along a/sync connections if k < 0. The resulting number of tokens in the place is ℓ + m + n + k. Note that each (m, n, 0) is a standard pt-net connection, and each (0, 0, k) with k = 0 is a pure a/sync connection. To encode PTASC as a τ PTASC -net, we only have to define F (p, t) = (−W (p, t), W (t, p), AS (t, p)).
As an example, a fragment of the net-type τ PTASC with the connection (−3, 1, 1) looks as follows:
This fragment is isomorphic to the fragment of the net-type τ PTASC with connection (−3, 2, 0):
Indeed, if transitions were to be executed one at a time, the connections (−3, 1, 1) and (−3, 2, 0) would have exactly the same properties. However, this no longer holds in the case of steps. We have, for example, (−3, 1, 1)⊕(0, 0, −1) = (−3, 1, 0) and although (−3, 2, 0) ⊕ (0, 0, −1) = (−3, 2, −1) has the same net effect when executed (removing two tokens), the enabling is different. In the first case the place should contain at least 3 tokens and in the second case at least 4.
The connection between transition a and place p 0 in Figure 1 is captured by (0, 0, 1) and the relevant fragment of the net-type τ PTASC looks as follows:
7 Solving the synthesis problem for PTASC-nets
From the previous section, we know that the general approach to region based synthesis can be applied also in the case of ptasc-nets.
Let TS = ( Q, M(T ), δ, q 0 ) be an initialised step transition system. To decide whether TS can be realised by a ptasc-net, we first determine its τ PTASCregions. Assume that Q = {q 0 , . . . , q m } and T = {t 1 , . . . , t n }. The τ -regions of TS are pairs (σ : Q → Z + , η : T → S PTASC ). As a start, we restrict the problem to the case of a ptasc-net in which every place has either only standard connections (y, z, 0) or only a/sync connections (0, 0, w) with (multisets of) transitions. (This is the kind of nets we used in [17, 18] .) Hence there are two types of places and so we can distinguish between two different kinds of regions: R PT , consisting of the regions of TS corresponding to standard places, and R AS , consisting of the regions of TS corresponding to a/sync places.
We use five tuples of variables: x = x 0 . . . x m and x = x 0 . . . x m over Q + ; y = y 1 . . . y n over Q − ; z = z 1 . . . z n over Q + ; and w = w 1 . . . w n over Q. Moreover, for a multiset α over T and a tuple h = h 1 . . . h n of n arithmetic expressions, we
We then construct two homogeneous linear systems. The first one encodes the regions representing standard places of the ptasc-net being synthesised:
The second one does the same for the a/sync places:
Note that the enabling condition x i + α ⊗ w ≥ 0 is implied as x j is a variable over Q + . It now follows that the set R PT is determined by the integer solutions p = xyz of P PT assuming that σ(q i ) = x i for 0 ≤ i ≤ m, and η(t j ) = (y j , z j , 0) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Similarly, R AS is determined by the integer solutions v = xw of P AS assuming that σ(q i ) = x i for 0 ≤ i ≤ m, and η(t j ) = (0, 0, w j ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Following [8] (see also [11] ), one can find in time polynomial in the size of TS a finite set p 1 , . . . , p r of integer solutions from R PT such that each integer solution p of P PT can be expressed as a linear combination p = ). To check the feasibility of the instance of the synthesis problem we are considering, we need to verify that the state separation and forward closure properties hold. Checking state separation is carried out for each pair of distinct states, q i and q j , and amounts to deciding whether there exists an integer solution p of P PT with coefficients a 1 , . . . , a r such that x i = x j , or whether there exists an integer solution v of P AS with coefficients b 1 , . . . , b s such that x i = x j . Since these are respectively equivalent to: Checking forward closure is carried out for each state q i , and considers steps of M(T ) that are not enabled at q i in TS . One only needs to consider steps α with |α| ≤ max where max is the maximum size of steps labelling arcs in TS since, as one can easily see,
is an integer solution of P PT , and any step of size greater than max will be disabled by p max . (Intuitively, p max is a witness place with max tokens which is connected by a self-loop with each of the transitions in T .) Such a step is not region enabled at q i iff for some integer solution p of P PT with coefficients a 1 , . . . , a r we have that x i + α ⊗ y < 0, or for some integer solution v of P AS with coefficients b 1 , . . . , b s we have that x i + α ⊗ w < 0. These are respectively equivalent to:
and so the step α is not region enabled at q i iff there is l ≤ r such that
becomes a witness). We can therefore conclude that in this case the synthesis problem is decidable and, if TS is realisable, a suitable ptasc-net can be constructed in polynomial time.
In the general case, when a place can have both standard and a/sync connections, we assume that Q, T , x, y, z and w are as before. Moreover, p = xyzw. Recall that in a ptasc-net, token transfer along a/sync connections may lead to either a surplus or a deficit of tokens. In τ PTASC -nets this has been abstracted to the enabling condition ℓ + m + min{0, k} ≥ 0. Therefore we distinguish whether a step in TS takes a/sync tokens from the place (k < 0) which is being constructed (as a region), or adds (k ≥ 0). The steps satisfying the former w.r.t. that place belong to a subset B of steps labelling arcs in TS , those satisfying the latter are outside B. For every subset B, we define a homogeneous linear system:
The τ PTASC -regions (σ, η) of TS are determined by the integer solutions p of all systems P B , assuming that σ(q i ) = x i for 0 ≤ i ≤ m, and η(t j ) = (y j , z j , w j ), for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Again, following [8] , for each B one can find in time polynomial in the size of TS a finite set p 
Checking state separation is carried out for each pair of distinct states, q i and q j , and amounts to deciding whether there exists a B and an integer solution p = rB l=1 a l · p l B of P B such that x i = x j . Since the latter is equivalent to: When checking forward closure, similarly as in the previous case we only need to consider steps α with |α| ≤ max , where max is the maximum size of steps occurring as arc labels in TS . Given a state q i and a step α which is not enabled at q i in TS , α is not region enabled at q i iff for some B and some integer solution p = xyzw = rB l=1 a l · p l B of P B , we have that x i + α ⊗ y + min{0, α ⊗ w} < 0. We then consider two possibilities (Case 2 is only attempted if Case 1 was unsuccessful), and we proceed by considering in turn all sets B, stopping if a witness of forward closure is found for α:
Case 1: α ⊗ w < 0 and x i + α ⊗ (y ⊕ w) < 0. This leads to a system of two equations with variables a 1 , . . . , a rB of the form: The feasibility of this system can be checked following [8] , and if an integer solution exists, we add the corresponding witness place to the net being constructed. Thus the synthesis problem in the general case is decidable though the solution presented is exponential, as we need to consider exponentially many sets B.
Conclusions
The seminal work by Andrzej Ehrenfeucht and Grzegorz Rozenberg about labelled partial 2-structures [15] introduced the notion of a region. This concept proved to be very useful for relating two different representations of concurrent systems: one given by a Petri net (representing explicitly local information), and the other given in the form of a transition system (capturing global behavioural information). In this paper, we take advantage of a generalised version of this notion, i.e., τ -region, to address the synthesis problem for pt-nets with a/sync connections. Solving this problem presented a new challenge as the interpretation of a/sync arcs can vary depending on the current marking. If, for a given place, the a/sync arcs are not 'balanced', then the 'unbalanced' arcs are interpreted as standard pt-net arcs. As a consequence, there may be exponentially many cases to consider when building a linear system used to find τ -regions while constructing ptasc-nets. However, we also identified an important class of ptasc-nets for which the problem is polynomial. In future work, we plan to investigate ways in which the number of cases considered for the general ptasc-net synthesis can be significantly reduced.
